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Fort William of the North:
Upon the merger of the Hudson's Bay Company and its arch rival,
the Montreal based North West Company in 1821, a decision was
required regarding the distributional system to be employed
in the fur trade. Since England remained the main supplier
of raw materials and manufactured goods, as well as the initial market for the returns of the trade, it was quickly decided by Nicholas Garry and Simon McGillivray, the two
Company directors sent to British North America to administer
the coalition process, that the shorter Hudson's Bay route
would be the most efficient. Moose Factory, located on James
Bay, would supply the Southern Department, with York Factory
serving as the entrepot of the vast Northern Department which
encompassed the area stretching north from the American border
and west from Hudson's Bay to the Pacific coast. This decision
was not surprising, especially since the more arduous overland
route from Montreal to the North West Company depot at Fort
William had been the major reason for the eventual capitulation of that company.
On August 23, 1821, Garry and McGillivray, accompanied
by George Simpson, the newly appointed deputy to the Company's
North American governor, arrived at York Factory to confer
with Governor William Williams about the post's greatly expanded role and the consequent, and necessary, modifications
which would be required at the site.2 Although a previous
Research Bulletin^ has dealt with the pre-1821 improvements
carried out at the site, at the time of the merger York Factory essentially retained the same structures and layout as
had been the case when the post was constructed between 17 87
and 1793. In other works, it was an only slightly modified,
defensively orientated bayside trading post.4
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In addition to its ill-suited design, the Factory was in
a bad state of repair. Local conditions, such as the swampy
nature of the land on which it stood, as well as structural
problems related to construction in the perma-frost zone,
were the main cause of this state of affairs, with neglect
also playing a role. As an observer who had visited the
Factory in 1819 aptly stated, "it had the appearance of a
temporary erection by shipwrecked seamen."5 Since the two
directors and Deputy-Governor Simpson believed that the Nelson
River offered a better route to the interior, especially to
the valuable Athabasca region, than did the traditional Hudson's
Bay Company Hayes River route,6 it is not surprising that at
first they contemplated the entire abandonment of the fort
and the construction of a new facility at the mouth of the
Nelson.
Two days after their arrival McGillivray and Garry, accompanied by Governor Williams and Adam Snodie, the individual
in charge of York Factory, journeyed by open boat around the
Point of Marsh separating the two rivers.' They ascended the
Nelson as far as the Seal Islands in search of a suitable location for a new Factory. This endeavour failed, however, to
find enough firewood or timber suitable for construction. The
mouth of the Nelson was also deemed unsuitable as a ships
anchorage.6 Undoubtedly, Garry and McGillivray were aided in
their conclusions by the advice of Williams and Snodie who
informed them of a similar lack of wood in the interior along
the banks of the river.6
Having made the decision to retain the Hayes River location, they still had to decide on the means to modify the
existing site, both in terms of layout and structural approach,
in order to meet the increased demands of the trade. The proposed plan centred around the immediate construction of a
second fur storelO to house the large increase in fur returns
which would pass through York Factory the following year, and
the conversion of the "Old Octagon"" building into a warehouse. Residential and culinary activities which had formerly
been carried on in this latter building would be relocated.
A plan of the proposed improvements was prepared by William
Kempt,! 2 the Company's surveyor, the following year, although
the details had been finalized in the fall of 1821.
This plan reflects the strong influence of Simon McGillivray
and the former North West Company wintering partner and Superintendent of the Athabasca region, John George McTavish, 15
who replaced Adam Snodie as Chief Factor at York Factory in
the fall of 1821. Although only the proposed administrative
and storage buildings are depicted in Kempt's plan, the pattern
shown is almost identical to that previously employed at the
former depot of the North West Company at Fort William. 14 The
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only major difference was that the converted "Octagon" warehouse was to be the central structure at York Factory instead
of a large directors' house and meeting hall as had been the
case at Fort William. This change was necessitated by the
slightly different roles played by the two depots. The arrival of the annual supply ship at York Factory was usually
in late August or early September, which prevented the reshipment of all of the supplies and trade goods in the same
season. As a result, a great deal had to be stored over the
winter months. At Fort William this had not been the case,
as that post acted primarily as a forwarding point, with
trade goods and furs being exchanged in the same season; hence,
the reason for the dominance of an administrative structure
at the former North West Company depot.
Comparison of Kempt's plan (Figure 1) with later sketches
of the fort (Figure 2) demonstrates, however, that the buildings and features actually constructed in subsequent years
under the supervision of J.G. McTavish did not entirely follow
the intended pattern. McTavish and Governor Simpson apparently realized that the use of the "Octagon" as the main warehouse would be practical only as a temporary measure. As a
result, the new fur store that was begun in the fall of 1821
and completed the following spring was located further upstream than had been planned. This left sufficient room for
the erection, at some future date, of a major warehouse in the
same relative location to the other administrative and storage
facilities as had been originally envisaged for the "Octagon."
This new fur store was of frame and weatherboard construction
and measured 80 feet by 22 feet, with 20 feet of the length
being used as a fur packing room.15 T n e similarity in size
and shape to the "Pack Store" building at Fort William (Figure
3) is striking. An old "outstore," possibly the Red River
warehouse shown in an 1815 plan of the site, was also converted that same year into three packing rooms,16 presumably
to expedite the assembly of trade goods into the 90 pound
"pieces" carried inland by the boat brigades. The planned
renovation of the "Octagon" was carried out the following
year.17
With the immediate problem of the storage space at the
Factory resolved, a two year hiatus occurred in the construction of buildings of this type. Governor Simpson, who had
gained control of the Northern Department in 1821,18 remained
skeptical about the capability of the Hayes River route to
handle the volume of anticipated traffic. With the London
Committee's approval, he journeyed down the Nelson River from
Norway House to York Factory on his way to the Council meeting
of 182 2. As the London Committee had predicted, the volume
of water on this river (which is the main outlet of Lake Winnipeg)
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19
proved too great for efficient upward navigation.
The problem of the limited capacity of the existing Hayes River system still remained, however. Simpson was particularly concerned that future growth of the Red River Settlement would
compound the situation. As a possible solution he proposed:
that we should have a Steam Boat of about Twenty
Tons Burthen and drawing about Four Feet Water at
York, this Vessel could at the opening of Navigation in Spring when the Waters are high transport
the goods about Fifteen Miles up Deers River where
they would be lodged in Depot; (about 100 Miles
from the Factory) - From thence a Winter road could
be cut by Six men in the course of a Season about
Thirty Five Miles in a direct line to Knee Lake
and thence the travelling is good/until the Navigation opens) to Oxford House...20
In other words, he was advocating the abandonment of the total
reliance on the use of open boats and the riverine transport
system for the movement of the Company's supplies, trade goods,
and furs.
For the immediate future, however, little was to come of
these long range speculations, as the immediate problem was
the poor state of the route between York Factory and the newly
formed (1822) inland depot at Norway House at the north end
of Lake Winnipeg.21 in the summer of 1824 the portages on this
route were improved and the tracking paths cleared by a party
of ten men under the direction of William Kempt.22 A further
innovation was the employment of two boats, manned almost
exclusively by York Factory Indians, on a trip to Norway House
in the summer of 1826.23 Governor Simpson, noting the success
of this venture, optimistically hoped that when the Council
of the Northern Department was transferred from York Factory
to Norway House "in a very short time," these natives could
be employed carrying the Department's returns from Norway
House.24 T he increased employment of private freighters from
the Red River Settlement also relieved the pressure on the
Hayes River system.
Further storage related construction occurred in 1824,
with the building of a new, and presumably larger, powder magazine. The proximity of the forge, which had been relocated
in 1821 into a renovated outbuilding, was the apparent reason
for this move.25 The construction of this new magazine at the
pre-1787 York Factory site, one half mile downstream at Water
Creek,26 W as the result of Simpson's fear of the destruction
of the main warehouses by fire, an event which would have crippled
the trade of the Northern Department for an entire season. The
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location of this structure was also an improvement over Fort
William (Figure 2 ) , where the stone powder magazine had been
located within the palisade, perhaps reflecting the fact
that few goods had been stored for any length of time at that
post.
27
In 1825 a second fur warehouse was built.
This structure was a replacement for the fur store built in 1797-1798,
„„
which was demolished after the completion of this new building.
It was identical to, and built beside and in line with, the
warehouse which had been constructed in 1821-22. In addition
to this new facility, a building of similar size and design
was erected across the open square.2° This latter warehouse
was used for the storage of the inland "Outfits" prior to their
shipment. It completed the pattern of locating structures
associated with the forwarding of inland goods and fur returns
nearest to the river. This was identical to the pattern which
had been adopted by Simon McGillivray's older brother William
during the construction of Fort William, •*" and was the model
employed by the former Nor'Wester, Chief Factor J.G. McTavish,
during the reconstruction phase at York Factory some twenty
years later.
By 1827 the last of the pre-1821 storage buildings and
sheds, with the exception of the Octagon and launch house,
had been demolished.31 The "Octagon," however, was beginning
to show its age, for although the foundations had been renewed in 1826,^2 m 0 re repairs were needed by 1830.33 while
these improvements were authorized by Simpson, they were only
temporary in nature. Just one year later the governor reported to London that he expected the first phase of the new
main warehouse, or "Depot," to be ready for occupation in the
fall. 34 The "Depot" was commenced under the supervision of
a new Chief Factor, A.H. Christie (1830-1834), and apparently
completed under the watchful eyes of Chief Trader James
Hargrave (1834-1837) . It occupied the central position envisaged by McGillivray and McTavish a decade before (Figure 4 ) .
Although the absence of the York Factory Journals for these
years makes it impossible to chronicle the sequence of construction, the "Depot" was almost certainly completed by the
Fall of 1835 when the "Octagon," or what remained of it, was
destroyed.35
Like all of the dry goods storage facilities constructed
at the site between 1821 and 1850, the "Depot" was unheated.
As a result it was of frame and weatherboard construction, although most of the interior rooms were lined and ceiled. Unlike the "Octagon" building, it was built in the form of a
square. It was similar to the former structure, however, in
that it surrounded an inner courtyard. The outside of the
building, which still stands today, measures 100 by 110 feet,
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with the central compound being 40 by 50 feet.
The front
section, facing the river, is three stories high, while the
remaining three sections are two. The interior courtyard
served a number of functions. In the first place, the use
of artificial lighting was prohibited as a precaution against
the outbreak of fire. The courtyard therefore served as an
additional source of natural light. It also provided ready
access from one section of the warehouse to another, without
having to move through interior rooms and divisions. Thirdly,
it provided an enclosed drying ground for goods and furs that
accidently became wet.37
The completion of the "Depot" in 1835 marked the end of
the fifteen year construction phase in which the storage
capacity of York Factory was modified, expanded, and replaced
as a result of the increase in the volume of goods and furs
passing through the post after the 1821 merger.
The general delapidation noted at the beginning of this
essay also applied to the other structures associated with the
pre-1821 site. A good example was the old Indian trading room
which had been located in front of the upstream dwelling flanker.
It was demolished in 1826,3° with a replacement structure being
built behind, and slightly upstream of, the fur warehouses.39
Not only was the former shop (and adjoining sheds) in poor condition, it was located in an inconvenient spot given the forwarding-storage role allocated to that portion of the factory
complex. As was mentioned in my previous Research Bulletin,
this relocation to a secondary position was a reflection of
the changed role of the Factory, which had resulted from the
vast reduction in the Indian trade carried out at the post
._
since the previous construction phase some forty years before.
A retail shop, or "equipment shop" as it was known at the
time, was also built in 1826, probably shortly after the demolition of the fur warehouse. •*• Located just upstream of
the "Octagon," this building was used for supplying the inland boat crews and York Factory servants. It is probable
that the officers' retail shop was also located in this building. 42 since a structure of similar size and function did
not exist at York Factory prior to 1821, its construction
probably can be attributed to the influence of Chief Factor
McTavish. (A similar structure had been located beside the
inland outfit warehouse at Fort William).
Prior to 1821 the office occupied by the clerks and
officers at York Factory had been located within the "Octagon"
building. It is unclear where these administrative tasks
were carried out between that structure's conversion to a
warehouse in 1822 and the completion of a new, two room,
"Compting House" in 1825.43 This small building was located
behind the future site of the Depot, apart, but not isolated,
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from the main activity area. 44 It was used primarily in the
spring and summer months when the inventory requisitions from
the inland districts for the following year's "Outfit" were
checked and finalized before being forwarded to England. As
well, the accounts of the previous "Outfit" were brought into
a uniform system before they were shipped to England with the
fur returns.
Dwelling accommodations for the Company's officers
journeying to York Factory from the interior on business, or
for those arriving or departing on the annual supply ship,
had been provided in the form of a separate structure since
1799.45 Although the precise location of this structure cannot be determined from the documentary evidence, it seems to
have been abandoned by 1815. In any case, "three new cabins,"
or apartments,46 were built in one of the "Octagon" warehouses
between 1819 and the spring of 1821 in order to accommodate
these individuals. With the decision being made that same
summer to remove all non-storage functions from the "Octagon,"
a new inland officers' dwelling became a first priority, especially since it had also been decided to hold the council
meetings of the newly organized Northern Department at the
Factory.
These annual meetings were patterned after those which
had been held by the representatives of the Montreal directors
and the wintering partners of the North West Company at Fort
William. At that fort the wintering partners had been lodged
in dwelling flanking the "Great Hall."47 As is shown in
William Kempt's 1822 plan (Figure 1 ) , a structure similar to
the wintering partners' summer residents at Fort William was
contemplated for the upstream side of the "Octagon." Work on
this structure commenced in the fall of 1822, with it being
completed in early June the following year, immediately prior
to the arrival of the inland Chief Factors.48 A S can be seen
from Figure 2, Chief Factor McTavish actually had it built
on the downstream side of the future location of the Depot,
and towards the back of the "Octagon."49 it apparently contained only bedroom space. The council meetings were conducted in the summer mess house which was erected in 1822-23
upstream of, and in line with, the inland officers' residence.50
A new men's summer dwelling was built during the summer
of 1820, the year prior to the merger. It measured 40 feet
by 19 feet and was designed to accommodate between 16 and 20
men.51 Exactly for whom this residence was intended remains
unclear. The limited size, however, suggests that it was
meant for the use of the York Factory labourers and tradesmen,
and not the members of the inland boat brigades. Although
it is impossible to determine the exact location of this
building, its demolition in 1830 suggests a location near the
site of the about to be constructed "Depot."52 This relatively
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short lifespan also reflects the abandonment of the practise
which had developed in 1814 and 1815 (when detached winter
dwellings were first constructed as a precaution against
fire) of providing separate summer and winter residences.
With the demolition of the men's winter house in the
early spring of 1823 the York Factory tradesmen and labourers
were temporarily left without cold weather accommodations.
They were temporarily housed in "leather lodges" until November
1, 1823, when their new quarters were completed.53 Although
two houses, designed to hold eight men each,54 w e r e apparently
built, it is possible that these dwellings were attached in
the manner of a modern duplex. A new men's kitchen had been
built the previous year, 55 a n a if the suggestion made by
Governor Williams56 i n 1820 was complied with, it was likely
attached to one, or both, of these residences.57
The location of these structures remains undetermined,
although it appears almost certain that they were located in
the southwest quadrant of the Factory. Two factors point to
the validity of this assumption. Firstly, Governor Williams
wished the men's kitchen, which formerly stood in front of
the downstream flanker of the "Octagon" building, removed from
the main business area.
This suggests the adoption of the
residential pattern which had developed at Fort William, where
the tradesmen's and labourers' dwellings had been isolated at
the extremities of the fort near their main places cf employment, the workshops and barns. At York Factory the southeast
and northeast quadrants were already designated for business
activity, leaving only the northwest and southwest sections
as possible locations for these dwellings. The former area
subsequently contained workshops, leaving the latter section
as the only possible location for the men's kitchen and winter
houses. Secondly, later replacement buildings were located
in this area, as well as a small cattle keepers house which
had been built in 1821.59
A "Gentlemens Winter house"50 0 r , as it was later known,
the Clerks' dwelling, was also built in 1823 to shelter the
staff of four or five clerks, apprentice clerks, and the surgeon residing at the Factory. This building contained one
large room (called "Bachelors Hall") surrounded on three sides
by bedrooms.51 it was located behind the "Octagon," near the
chief factor's house which was built the following year.52
The clerk's residence contained no culinary facilities,
as its inhabitants dined in the previously mentioned summer
mess. During the winter months they took their meals, along
with the chief factor, in the winter mess room, the precise
location of which remains uncertain. In all likelihood, the
winter mess was positioned close to these two buildings, and
may, in fact, have been attached to the chief factor's residence. In any event, it seems certain that the winter mess
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was carried on in this dwelling after 1830, as a winter cellar
and kitchen were added in that year.63
It is interesting to note at this point that the equipment shop mentioned previously was originally intended as a
residence for the inland clerks. It was quickly converted in
1827, however, when it was realized that there was little
necessity for these minor officers to make the journey to the
Factory every summer.64 Tfte completion of this last mentioned
structure marked the end of the residential and culinary building phase necessitated by the modification of the "Octagon"
building and the adoption of a more functional site layout.
The only other related building erected in the 1821 to 1835
period was a provision warehouse and cellar, which was completed in 1835.65 it was made necessary by the impending demolition of the "Octagon" warehouse, in which imported provisions
and locally produced salt geese and venison had previously
been stored.
In deciding to locate the officer's and clerks' dwellings
near their main places of employment (the office, retail
shops, and main warehouse), Governor Simpson and Chief Factor
McTavish improved on the Fort William design, where the wintering officer's and the doctor's houses had been rather illogically located at the front of the fort between the dry
goods and fur warehouses. In Kempt's 1822 plan depicting the
planned improvements at York Factory, the area fronting the
main warehouse and two flanking buildings was left unoccupied,
suggesting that there was general agreement that this space
should be left undeveloped. Possibly this decision was made
for esthetic reasons, but a more plausible explanation is that
it was intended as a reserve for the future construction of
fur stores and warehouses within the palisades. Chief Factor
Christie's conscious decision to avoid this area when he
had the new provision storehouse commenced in 1834 seems to
corroborate this hypothesis.
Almost from the time of the first occupation of the
Hayes River estuary region by the Hudson's Bay Company, artisan
tradesmen had been employed at York Factory manufacturing
trade goods and articles necessary for the maintenance of the
post. Since artisan manufacturing was the predominant mode
of producing finished goods in England during the 18th and 19th
centuries, the stationing of armourers, blacksmiths, carpenters , coopers, tailors, and tinsmiths at the fort is not surprising. 6" York Factory's coastal location and the expense
of shipping bulky cargoes of finished products, especially in
the case of metalworks, to the Bay meant that it was often
cheaper to manufacture articles at the fort than to import them
from England. Also, tradesmen such as the blacksmiths and
coopers were necessary for the functioning of the post, the
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latter to produce and repair the barrels and kegs necessary
for the preservation of locally hunted geese and venison, and
the former to make nails and ironwork used in general construction and the manufacture of boats. Naturally these tradesmen were used to produce trade goods, and they often, as the
following quote from Governor Simpson illustrates, developed
expertise unavailable in Europe:
Coarse Iron works such as Hatchets, Beaver Traps,
Ice Chissels &c we find can be manufactured at this
place on much lower terms than imported from England,
we have therefore Indented for very few, our Blacksmiths understand the temper required for this climate better than English tradesmen usually do, but
it will always be necessary that strict attention
is paid to the quality and description of Iron
applied for, as hitherto we have had great cause for
complaint on that head. -67
Another consequence of the 1821 merger was the increased
scale of activity in the production of locally manufactured
goods and containers. This was not manifested by a significant
increase in the number of artisans. Instead, a change took
place in their work patterns, with the result being their steady
employment at their trades throughout the entire year. Prior
to 1821, for example, it was a common practise for the York
tradesmen to spend the winter months tenting at various hunting
camps in order to provide food for themselves, as well as the
few remaining officers and men at the fort, thereby lessening
the demand for expansive European provisions. Their absence
had also served to reduce fuel consumption at the fort. The
building of an additional men's residence in 1823 was one result of this change in employment patterns. Another was the
greater use of Indian hunters after 1821.
As with the other structures associated with the pre-1821
site, old age and the adoption of a more rational layout necessitated the relocation and reconstruction of the tradesmen's
shops during the 1820s. In 1821, for example, a winter workshop was built for the coopers,68 probably as a result of the
increased demand for the casks and kegs necessary for shipping
items such as sugar and liquor inland. In 1829 this structure
was replaced by a combined carpenters' and coopers' workshop.69
Although the location is uncertain, these two shops were likely placed beside the new forge and tinsmith shop, which was
also built in 1829.70 Between 1821 and 1829 the former blacksmith shop had been located in a converted building, although
the location cannot be ascertained.71
(The pre-1821 structure was demolished in 1824).72 The location of the 1821-29
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tinsmith shop is also unknown, although it was, in all probability, adjacent to the forge.
In contrast to the pre-1821 Factory, the shops constructed in 1829 were isolated in the northwest quadrant, away from
the primary activity areas. Once again, this pattern was similar to that which had previously existed at Fort William.
The fear of fire caused by sparks from the chimneys of these
buildings was another reason for their relative isolation.
Contrary to what one might expect, boatbuilding was one
activity which did not increase in scale after 1821. In fact,
York Factory ceased to be a major supplier of open boats for
the inland posts. This was the result of the difficulty in
obtaining a ready supply of timber in the barren Hudson's Bay
Lowlands region. Since at least one boatbuilder was required,
however, for the repair of inland craft damaged in the rapids
on the upper reaches of the Hayes River, a limited number of
river and coasting craft were manufactured, especially for the
smaller posts in the immediate vicinity (such as Severn,
Churchill, and Oxford House) and for the Factory itself.
Between 1821 and 1840 this activity was carried out in the pre1821 launch house located on the riverbank in front of the
"Octagon" warehouse.
The only remaining manufacturing or, more precisely, processing activity carried out during this period was the dis--,,
tillation of high spirits (a practice which dated from 1793)
from imported liquor in order to lessen their bulkiness prior
to shipment inland. Although repairs to the brickwork upon
which the distilling apparatus rested, as well as improvements
against the cold, were carried out in 1821,74 the entire structure was demolished only four years later.75 The investment
necessary to replace the building and thirty year old apparatus, plus the high cost of obtaining firewood, apparently
outweighed the former cost advantages of carrying out the process at the Factory.
The completion of the "Depot" warehouse in 1835 marked the
end of the 15 year construction phase that had commenced in
1821. Of the buildings associated with the pre-1821 Factory,
only the launch house and a few insignificant sheds remained.
In the ensuing 25 years no major changes were to be made to
the overall layout of the site, although some new construction
did occur. This was the period when York Factory was at its
zenith, as the centre of the Hudson's Bay Company's near monopoly of the fur trade, and as the gateway to northwestern
British North America.
Growth and Stability, 1835-1858
In 183 8 Chief Trader James Hargrave returned to York Factory
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after a one year leave of absence, resuming the command he
had first received in 1834 upon the transfer of Chief Factor
A.H. Christie. Hargrave had originally been hired by the
North West Company in 1820, and was retained as a clerk after
the 1821 merger.76 He was stationed at York Factory in 1827
and promoted to Chief Trader in 1833.77 His experience in
the day to day operation of the Factory made his choice as
chief officer a logical one. Hargrave, who was promoted to
Chief Factor in 1844, remained in charge of York Factory until
1852, when he was transferred to Sault Ste. Marie and replaced by his brother-in-law, William Mactavish.78 Hargrave
returned briefly to York in 1856,79 before retiring from the
Company's service in 185 8.80
Chief Trader Hargrave's first major project was the improvement of the waterfront transportation infrastructure,
followed by an extensive and continuing modification of the
rapidly eroding riverbank during the 1840s in an attempt to
protect these new structures. Although the exact date remains
uncertain, it is evident that a new wharf was constructed in
front of the Depot, probably in 1839.81 This pier was used
in conjunction with a second, and older, wharf which was located slightly downstream. This latter structure formerly
fronted the old "Octagon" warehouse. In 1840 this pier and
adjacent boat slip were replaced.82 The wood from the old
slip was subsequently used in the construction of a second,
or "upper slip," near the upstream corner of the palisade.8 3
It was intended to ease the task of carrying logs, firewood
and river ice up the 25 foot high bank face to the nearby
sawpit, woodyard, and ice house.
A new 70 by 40 foot launch house was also started in
1840.84 This building was intended for the storage of nautical
and fishing supplies, as well as for the manufacturing and
repair of open boats. It was apparently built behind or beside the former structure, as the older launch house was not
taken down until the following year.85
The only other transport related modifications to the
York Factory site during this period involved the construction
of a lookout tower in 1840 and 1841, 8 8 and the building of a
canoe shed in 1845.87 The former structure was initiated by
Hargrave as a means of facilitating the spotting of the annual
supply ship. The questionable utility of this new "outlook"
did not go unnoticed by Governor Simpson.88 it appears that
this 40 foot tower, which was located just upstream of the
inland outfit warehouse, was a "make work" project for the
employment of the Factory's temporary idle carpenters. It was
not necessary for the smooth functioning of the post. The
canoe shed, however, was of greater utility, being used for
the storage and repair of the "light canoes" which carried
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the Company's letter packets and senior officers.
By the 1840s transport and storage was once again becoming
a problem for the Company. As a partial solution to the problem of an increasing volume of traffic, the portages between
Norway House and York Factory were repaired in 1842.89 ^
cart was also introduced on one of the largest obstacles, the
White Fall portage, in order to quicken the passage of goods
and furs.8 0 The employment of native labour in the boat
brigades which travelled between York and its inland depot
also became an accepted practice, both for economic reasons
and to carry the greater volume of goods being shipped inland
due to the growth of the Red River Settlement.91 By the end
of the decade these crews were responsible for the transport
of all the goods required for the Athabasca and McKenzie River
districts between York Factory and Norway House.92
The increasing population of the Red River Settlement and
the resulting strains that were placed upon the Hudson's Bay
Company's storage facilities at York Factory have been detailed in a previous essay.93 it is interesting to note,
however, that the third fur warehouse (1841-1842)94/ the
second Red River storehouse (1847-1848) ,95 ancj the "Government
Store" (1848-1849),96 followed the same locational patterns
established in the 1820s. The fact that the open square fronting the "Depot" was not utilized, suggests that Hargrave believed the area should remain undeveloped, probably so as to
not hinder access between the various buildings.
With the construction of these new facilities the storage
problem was solved for the immediate future. In 1850 the
revenue side was also considered, resulting in the implementation of a charge of one shilling per 90 pound "piece" for the
lightering of private goods from the ship's anchorage at "Five
Fathom Hole" to the Factory. An additional shilling was
charged for storage over the winter.97 These tariffs were
meant to offset the cost of these new buildings and the labour
associated with these non-fur trade activities. Clearly the
colony was no longer considered to be in need of Company support and encouragement.
Between 1838 and 1840 a larger, more conveniently located powder magazine was built downstream of the fort at
__
Sloops Creek. It rested on an elaborate wooden foundation,
and was built with local (ice rafted) limestone,
imported
English brick,100 and stone from the walls of old Fort Prince
of Wales at Churchill.101 it replaced the former wooden structure that had been built near Water Creek at the pre-1787
site of York Factory by Chief Factor MacTavish.10 2 The inconvenient location of this former structure was the main reason
for the reconstruction,10 3 although it remains unclear why such
an elaborate replacement was built when Governor Simpson was
advocating the repair of the old magazine as late as the spring
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of 1838. 1 0 4
The only other improvements to the warehousing capacity
of York Factory carried out during this period involved the
renovation and modification of existing buildings. For example,
the foundations, floors, and roofs of the two fur stores were
renewed between 1841 and 1843.188 ^ second floor enclosed
walkway was also built between these and the new new fur warehouse mentioned previously, greatly improving the means of
communication between them.186 i n 1844 the Red River warehouse, apparently the building which had originally been intended for the storage of inland "outfits," also underwent
extensive repairs.18 7
Administratively, the only change related to the fur trade
was the abandonment of York as the site of the annual Northern
Department councils in 1835.18 8 From that date more centrally
located sites, usually Norway House or Upper Fort Garry,
were used. Although this considerably reduced the number of
inland officers visiting the site, the inland officers' residence remained an important building, especially as York's
port of entry role increased. In addition to the retiring,
furloughed, or returning officers, it provided accommodations
for the many missionaries and scientific explorers who passed
through during these years.
Except for the relocation of the council meetings, no
other changes occurred in the duties carried out in the York
Factory office. The old "Compting House" was replaced in the
early 1850s, by a slightly smaller structure, although the
decrease in size was due to the apparent elimination of a bedroom which had been located in the former office. 189 The.
older building was converted into a subscribing library in
1856.H8
Although no overall locational changes occurred in the
residential patterns employed at York Factory between 1835
and 1860, there were changes in the number and character of
these buildings. Shortly after assuming control of the
Factory in the fall of 1834, James Hargrave seems to have ordered the construction of a new officer's residence for his
own personal use. Although further research in the Hargrave
correspondence collection located in the Public Archives in
Ottawa will likely orovide more precise information, it is
l
certain that the new dwelling was in existence in 1839. i l•L±
Hargrave's new house contained an attached winter kitchen
and a mess roomll2 which, like the previous officer's residence, were only used by the management personnel during the
winter months. (Between June 1 and October 1 meals were taken
in the summer mess house and kitchen).H3 It also contained
two sitting rooms, two bedrooms, and "mens servants rooms off
the kitchen and a very large closet off the diningr m ." 114 A
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nursery was added in 1842 for the accommodation of James and
Letitia Hargraves* first child.H5
The previous officer's house, which had been occupied
by Chief Factors J.G. McTavish and A.H. Christie, remained
in use at least until 184 7 when the practice of continually
stationing two "commissioned" officers at York Factory was
ended.-'--'-" After that point, that residence appears to have
fallen into disuse, although part of it remained standing as
late as 1858. 1 1 7
The reasons for the reduction in the number of European
and Canadian tradesmen and labourers at the Factory, from
approximately 35 in 1830 to 25 in 1832, have been discussed
in a previous Research Bulletin. H 8 Although the complement
remained at 25 for the following three years, the number authorized by council was increased to 30 in 1835,H9 which,
in fact, simply represented the re-transfer of the schooner
crew from Churchill to York Factory.120 T he number of employees remained at this level until 1870. (Appendix I ) .
Although James Hargrave attributed the consolidation of
all the men remaining at the fort in one residence during
the winter of 1838-1839 "to the reduction in the number of
Servants now at the Factory," the impetus was really provided
by a desire to reduce the consumption of fuel.121 In any case,
the abandonment of one of the men's houses appears to have been
only a temporary measure. The increase in the number of native apprentices being trained at the Factory during the
1840s,122 as well as the constant referrals in the post journals to the men's "houses," suggests that this structure
was re-occupied. In 1851-52 the earlier (1823) of these
dwellings was demolished and rebuilt, with a kitchen being
added the following year.12 3
An interesting result of the small reduction in the
number of European, Canadian and Half-Breed servants stationed
at the post was the increasing, and more regular, employment
of local Indians as hunters, fishermen, and dog drivers. The
result was the development of small clusters of cabins near
traditional local hunting and fishing sites at Fishing Island,
Ten Shilling Creek, and French Creek.124 At most, four or five
extended families occupied these small dwellings, as well as
a number of widows, orphans, and aged and infirm natives.
This latter group often did odd jobs such as washing and cleaning for the officers and men in return for the necessities of
life. In years of poor hunting they were almost entirely
dependent on the charity of the Company, which, depending on
the generosity of the officer in charge, was often barely
enough to sustain life.125
The development of this small stationary Indian population,
as well as the large numbers who congregated about the fort
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during the summer months when the men were employed in the
boat brigades, prompted the Anglican Bishop of Rupert's Land,
David Anderson, to request permission from the Company for the
establishment of a mission and school at the Factory.126 T he
site of the proposed mission apparently had been decided upon
as early as 1851,I 2 ' although Governor Simpson's and Chief
Factor William Mactavish's non-approval of the individual
chosen to be the first missionary,I 20 as well as the lack of
a suitable dwelling for the use of the clergyman,
delayed
the actual appointment for another three years. Rev. William
Mason, a former Wesleyan missionary who had been stationed at
Norway House, was ultimately chosen. He arrived at York
Factory in the fall of 1854 and was provided with two rooms
in Mactavish's (formerly the Hargraves') residence.130 The
parsonage was completed the following spring!31 and Rev. Mason
was joined by his family, who had remained behind in the Red
River Settlement over the winter.132 This new dwelling contained five rooms, plus an attached kitchen.133 it was located between the old office, or library, and Mactavish's
house.134
Although the building of a church was contemplated by the
Company and Rev. Mason, a shortage of timber delayed the commencement of construction until the fall of 1856, when James
Hargrave was once more in charge of the post.133 The Church
of St. John of York Factory was designed by Hargrave and
measured 50 feet by 25, with a height of 15 feet.136 The
attached steeple and spire measured 66 feet.137 The entire
structure was completed in the summer of 185 8. It was of
frame and weatherboard construction, and was apparently intended only for summer use, the period when the population of
the Factory was at greatest. 2 " Winter services, being attended mainly by the officers, tradesmen, and the few labourers remaining at the fort, were held in the old winter mess
room, which apparently remained standing as late as 1859.139
The location of the new church, which was placed about halfway between the fort and Sloop's Creek, was deliberately
chosen so as to be "more easy of access than it could have
been if erected within the pickets of the Factory."!40
Between 1835 and 1858 little in the way of change occurred
in the artisan manufacturing carried out at York Factory. In
other words, the number of tradesmen employed (Appendix I) and
the types of articles produced remained fairly constant throughout the period. The only innovation was the construction of
an "Oiling House" in 1839. i4 l This building was used for the
manufacture of the oil cloths used for covering the open inland and coast boats during the inclement weather. Traditionally they had been produced every fall from imported canvas
and tar in the carpenter's shop, and then hung to dry over the
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winter in a shed near the stables.142 The growing number of
boats employed in the summer transport business likely necessitated the construction of this separate, and larger, building. It was located just upstream of the palisade, near the
dog yard and kennel. In 1852 the carpenters' and coopers'
workshop was also rebuilt, apparently close to or on the
same location of the previous structure.143 Both of these
structures maintained the pattern of functional isolation
that had been established in the 1820s.
Decline, 1858-1870
Limitations of space dictate that a full chronicle of the
changes in the Hudson's Bay Company's transport system between
1858 and 1870, and the resulting effects on York Factory, must
be deferred until the completion of the final manuscript report. The problems that necessitated these modifications were,
however, similar to those encountered in the 1840s. The only
difference was that they were more acute. At that time the
construction of additional storage space, and the employment
of more boats, both Company owned and private, had remedied
the congestion brought about by the increasing volume of
freight. By the late 1850s similar solutions could not be
applied, as the York Factory based riverine transport route
had reached its maximum capacity given the low level of technology employed and the limited number of reliable individuals
available in the Red River Settlement who were willing to engage as summer tripmen for the wages the Company was prepared
to pay. Other opportunities, such as participation in the increasing private trade in furs being carried on from the colony,
or the carting of private goods between St. Paul, Minnesota,
and the settlement, lessened the attractiveness of employment
in the boat brigades. Disease and migration had also reduced
the number of able-bodied Indians available to man the brigades fitted out from the Factory, Oxford House, and Norway
House.144
In the late 1850s, the Company's senior officers realized
that there were only two possible courses of action available
to remedy this serious situation. The first option was to embark on a major capital investment program at the Factory,
and to increase wage rates to a level that would make employment in the boat brigades an attractive proposition once again.
The other choice, and one that had not been available in the
1840s, was to utilize an alternate route for supplying the
settlement, presumably by the overland route to the railhead
at St. Paul which had been first opened by the Red River free
traders.145 i n the cautious fashion that typified the Hudson's
Bay Company, a compromise was struck, with Chief Factor Hargrave
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being authorized to collect timber for the construction of
two new warehouses at the Factory during the winter of 185758,146 ana- William Mactavish also being given permission to
order 208 "pieces" (valued at fc2,500) from England, to be
shipped via rail from New York to St. Paul, and then by cart
and oxen to Upper Fort Garry.14 7
Mactavish's experiment proved to be a success and J.R.
Clare, Hargrave's successor at York Factory in the fall of
1858, was ordered to halt preparations for the proposed ware- ..„
houses pending the final settlement of the transport question.
By February of the following years Governor Simpson was convinced of the utility of the new route for supplying the southern districts, *^ an opinion that was shared by the London
Committee,150 thus settling the question of further construction of storage facilities at York Factory. In 1860 the entire Saskatchewan "outfit" (totalling 1,000 "pieces"), 1 5 1 with
the exception of guns, gunpowder, and York Factory manufactured
goods, were shipped by the new route. The supplies for the
Swan River and Lac la Pluie districts ("Outfit 1862, shipment
1861) were also transferred from York Factory in 1861.i52
York briefly regained its previous status in 1864 and
1865 when an uprising of the Sioux Indians in the United States
territory temporarily closed the St. Paul route. 1 5 5 The
defeat of these Indians by the American cavalry and the reopening of the route in 1866, 15 ^ as well as the introduction
of steam boats on the navigable portion of the Red River, ensured the superiority of the American connection for the supply
of the Red River and Saskatchewan districts.
Although York Factory remained the depot for the northern
regions, as early as 1864, Governor Dallas was questioning the
utility of transporting the Athabasca and McKenzie River returns via York, especially given recent experiences with the
troublesome Portage la Loche boat brigades. 155 At this time
the Governor also suggested that it would be more economical
to supply the Athabasca posts by cart brigades from Red River
by way of Carlton and Green Lake, than by york boat from York
Factory and Norway House. 15 6 With the refusal of most of the
Portage la Loche crews to proceed on to York Factory from
Norway House in the late summer of 1865, 155? the second of
these suggestions was carried out, with the decision being
made to send the 186 7 shipment of goods for Athabasca via St.
Paul. 1-58 i n 1867 the McKenzie River brigade once again mutinied at Norway House, resulting in the bulk of the returns
of the two northern districts being left at that post, forcing
their shipment through Upper Fort Garry and the United States. J-59
Further strikes in 1869 and 1870 ensured the adoption of the
St. Paul route for these valuable returns. 15 ^
With the reliability of the Red River to St. Paul transportation artery secured by the late 1860s, the decision was made
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in 1869 to supply the Swan River district partially from the
Fort Garry depot.161 By 1870, the Northern Department Council
had decided that the entire "outfit" for this district should
in future be supplied from Red River, with the English River
district to follow in 1872.163 These latter developments
represented the reimplementation of policies introduced in the
early 1860s.
Although the Northern Department accounts continued to
be finalized at York Factory, the scale of other administrative duties diminished during the 1860s. For example, as
more of the inland districts came to be supplied by the Fort
Garry depot, the number of "indents" being sent to England
by the bay route decreased. The Company's clerks and officers at Upper Fort Garry now checked and approved these lists
and, once the shipments had arrived, supervised the packing
of the goods for reshipment to the interior. Similarity, York
Factory's retail ("equipment") shops and fur warehouses also
suffered a decline in activity due to the greatly reduced
number of inland brigades visiting the coast and the shipment
of a portion of the fur returns via the United States.
With the decrease in administrative activity, Chief
Factor Clare found it increasingly difficult to find employment for his staff of clerks, apprentice clerks, and postmasters. On his own authority he transferred one clerk to
Lac la Pluie district in 1860, and also recommended to Governor Simpson the transfer of another.163 i n 1862 the decrease
in activity was so marked that Clare became apprehensive
about bad habits his young clerks and apprentices were adopting
from long periods of idleness. As a solution he proposed the
transfer of the chief trader, one clerk, and an apprentice
post master.164 These staff reductions proved unnecessary,
however, as the temporary reascendancy of the bay route in
1864 and 1865 once again provided ample employment. Chief
Trader J.W. Wilson, who succeeded Clare in the fall of 1865,
seemed less concerned about the size of the establishment, and
York remained a training ground for many of the Company's
young officers for the rest of the decade.
In 1863 a separate dwelling was built for the use of the
York Factory tradesmen.165 ^t first glance the sudden need
for a separate structure for these individuals remains unclear,
as the complement of labourers and tradesmen remained the same
throughout the period (Appendix 1 ) . The two men's houses also
apparently remained in use. The most likely explanation seems
to lie with the policy of training local Half Breeds as tradesmen which dated from the early 1840s. This ultimately led to
a liberalization of the rule forbidding the marriage of employees engaged in the Company's service. Although there is
no direct evidence to prove that this structure was built for
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the use of married tradesmen, indirect information suggests
the correctness of the assertion. In 1858, for example,
Rev. Gardiner mentioned in his daily journal that there were
five women residing in the fort.166 Similarly, Clare requested the following year that the wives of two of his European
tradesmen be allowed passages from England so they could join
their husbands at the Factory.167 Although this request was
denied by Governor Simpson,168 Clare's actions suggest that
marriage, at least among the native tradesmen class, was an
established practice by this time. Hence, this new residence
was necessitated by a de facto change in residential patterns
at the Factory, although the official policy remained the same.
It should be mentioned at this point that a pre-fabricated, corrugated iron, school building was sent to York Factory
by the Church Missionary Society in 1863.169 This school was
put up in 1864 "a little distance behind the fort"!^ and was
used by Rev. Mason for the education of the local children.
It was utilized primarily in the summer months when the fort
population was swelled by the arrival of the local Indians.
During the winter it served as a chapel, replacing the old
winter mess which had formerly served this purpose.171
Between 1858 and 1870 York Factory manufacturing began
to be challenged on a number of fronts. In the first place,
local environmental conditions limited the number of tradesmen who could be economically employed at the site. Firewood
was limited, and in years of scarce game the expense of feeding
a larger establishment on imported provisions would have eliminated the cost advantage of locally produced goods over imported items. The growth of the Red River Settlement, however,
produced an increasing demand for goods which the factory
blacksmiths and tinsmiths found it increasingly difficult to
meet. As a result, some lines were eliminated from their production lists. In 1858, for example. "Beaver & Rat Traps &
Springs" were ordered from Canada. *•'* Although this initial
shipment proved to be of inferior quality,173 Clare recommended that the southern districts of the Northern Department
should continue indenting for these items via St. Paul. I-'4
Similarly, in 1859, tin pans for the following "outfits"
were manufactured in the Red River Settlement.-'-'5 The next
year Clare commented that the kettle order from the Saskatchewan posts was too numerous and bulky to be transported by
the reduced number of boats available. Therefore he sent
none and suggested that it would be more economical to produce them at Fort Garry. I"76 j_n 1862 Clare even recommended
transferring one of the three tinsmiths at the Factory to
,__
Red River or Norway House as a means of saving upward freight.
This suggestion was not implemented, however, as the temporary
closure of the St. Paul route ended speculation on the relocation
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of artisan manufacturing, at least for the time being.
By mid-century industrial advances were changing the
mode of production in England and America. These innovations
naturally began to affect the Company's traditional manufacturing patterns. One example of this process, as it related
to York Factory, was an experiment with imported Indian rubber
boat covers in 1860. These new items proved equal in quality
and utility to the York Factory manufactured oil cloths. '
Only a dramatic price increase the following year prevented
their importation on a large scale,179 which would have resulted in the elimination of the production of boat covers
at the Factory. Similarly, by 1859 it was found to be more
economical to import American made axes from St. Paul than
to manufacture them at York.l°
Council was persuaded to
veto these importations, however, largely on the advice of
Chief Factor Clare, who reasoned that since a blacksmith
was necessary at the Factory, it was senseless not to employ
that individual manufacturing trade axes during his spare
time.181 The full impact of this trend postdates 1870.
The years 1858 to 1870 were clearly a period of transition
for York Factory. Even though similar functions were carried
on as before, they were at a markedly reduced scale. York,
as the focal point of a labour intensive, riverine, transport
system, was in the process of losing its pre-eminent status
through the establishment of a competing, more technologically
efficient, supply route. By 1870 York Factory was well on
its way to suffering the same fate that had befallen its similarly designed predecessor at Fort William. It was being
replaced as the depot of the Northern Department.
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1.

"Plan of the Hon. Hudson's Bay Company's Factory, called York
Fort 1822 [by] Wm. Kempt."

(Manitoba Provincial Archives,

Hudson's Bay Company Archives.)
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2.

"Sketch Plan of York Post," 1899.
Hudson's Bay Company Archives.)

1. Officer's residence and
attached kitchen
2. Clerks' dwelling
3. Men's residence
4. Men's residence
5. Mission house and
attached kitchen.
6. Cattle keeper's house
7. "Depot"
8. Provision warehouse
9. Saleshop (formerly inland
officers' residence)
10, 11, 12. Fur warehouses
13. "Old Paint and Oil Store"
14. "Old trading shop"
15. Ice House
16. "Old Equipment Shops"
17. Former inland outfit
warehouse
18. Former "Government"
warehouse

(Manitoba Provincial Archives,

19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

Former Red River warehouse
Office
Library
"New Forge"
"Cooper's and Joiner's shops"
"Old forge and Tinsmith's
shops"
Iron warehouse
Boat-builders shop
Former canoe shed
"Oil cloth factory"
Dog meat storage shed
Church of St. John of
York Factory
Coal shed
Sawpit
Byre
Winter church
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3.

Lord Selkirk's 1816-1817 Sketch of Fort William. (Ontario
Archives.)
1. Stone Warehouse
16. Guides House
2, 3. Quarters
17. Quarters
4. Indian Shop
18. Pack Stores
5. Powder Magazine
19. Cooperage
6. Liquor, etc.
20. Prison
7,8. Corn Stores
21. Council House
9. Provision Warehouse
22. Kitchen
10, 11. Dry Goods Warehouses
23. Hospital
12. Counting House
24. Unidentified
13. Quarters
25. Carpenter
14. Great Hall
26. Blacksmith & Tinsmith
15. Quarters
27. Armourer
28. Cooper
29. 30, 31. Sheds
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4.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

York Factory: probable building locations, 1829.
9. Fur warehouse
"Octagon" (probable)
Equipment shop
10. Fur warehouse
11. Trading shop
Inland outfit warehouse
12. Clerks' house
Coal shed
13. Officer's residence (probable)
Launch house (probable)
Inland officers' dwelling
14. Office
15. Forge and tinsmith shops
"Depot" (postdates 1829)
Summer mess
16. Carpenter and cooper shops
17. Men's houses
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